Light linear logic 1] is a re nement of the propositions-as-types paradigm to polynomialtime computation. A semantic setting for the underlying logical system is introduced here in terms of bred phase spaces. Strong completeness is established, with a purely semantic proof of cut elimination as a consequence. A number of mathematical examples of bred phase spaces are presented that illustrate subtleties of light linear logic.
The basic idea in 1] is to set up the structural rules and the logical rules for modalities more carefully than in linear logic so that the computational power of normalization can be well-controlled. In the course of setting up such well-controlled rules central points are to dispense with the principles !A? A and !A? !!A, but to retain the exponential isomorphism !A !B '!(A&B). LLL shares some of these and other technical features with the systems studied in 5, 6] . A more subtle, but equally important point of LLL is to reject the principle !A !B? !(A B). In order to compensate for this, LLL adds a self-dual modality x that satis es !A? xA and xA? ?A and xA xB? x(A B).
Although syntax of LLL is well-understood thanks to Girard's careful analysis 1], semantics for LLL has remained an open question.
Surprisingly, an aswer is suggested by another research direction, namely by the work of the rst author and T. Ito on extensions of linear logic with certain features of temporal logic 7] . Models of temporal logic 8] distinguish among semantic objects at di erent \points in time" (much as Kripke models distinguish among semantic objects in di erent \worlds".) Temporal logic models also feature a semantic operator \next" such that \next A" at time t is A at time t + 1. Our starting point is that not only does LLL modality x behave in many ways like the operator \next" (except for the self-dual nature of x), but that, for instance, the principle !A? A fails in such a strati ed setting. Informally, consider a semantic setting for linear logic and repeat it, each time at a di erent level t. Let (!A) t be the given de nition of ! applied to A t+1 . In this reading, for any t, (!A) t yields (xA) t but there is no general reason why (!A) t should yield A t . In fact, a closer analysis reveals that the semantic intuition of \levels" or \stages" t is related to the syntactic notion of nesting depth of proof-boxes in LLL. (The basic idea described above may be modi ed slightly by means of explicit transitions between levels so that semantic de nitions at a given level t refer to transitions to t rather than to other levels, see Section 2.) In this paper this analysis is applied in the context of phase semantics for linear logic 3, 9, 10, 11].
We explain how !A !B? !(A B) can fail \in nature." We also establish Strong Completeness for LLL (i.e., valid formulas are provable without the cut rule), and thus we obtain a purely semantic proof of Cut Elimination (i.e., provable formulas are also provable without the cut rule.) A preliminary version of this work appears in 12] . Similar analysis may also be carried out in other semantic settings such as coherence spaces, which will be discussed elsewhere. It would also be interesting to see if such semantic methods can also establish the stronger version of cut elimination that proof normalization reductions terminate.
We would like to thank Vincent Danos for very informative conversations. A phase space induces a natural preorder on the underlying monoid compatible with monoid multiplication:
x y , def x 2 fyg ?? :
Note that a phase homomorphism is not required to be monotone in the induced preorder.
More generally, a phase structure is a commutative monoid M with a closure operator on M, that is, a mapping Cl from subsets of M to subsets of M satisfying the following four properties for any ; M:
Cl(Cl( )) = Cl( ),
) Cl( ) Cl( ),
Cl( ) Cl( ) Cl( ).
A subset M is said to be closed i Cl( ) = . One can again de ne a preorder compatible with monoid multiplication: x y i Cl(fxg) Cl(fyg). A phase space is a special case where Cl( ) = def ?? .
For a given mapping g : M ! M 0 , let us consider its lower approximations, that is, mappings f : M ! M 0 such that for every a 2 M there exists b 2 M such that b a and f(a) g (b) . In this case we also say that f is bounded by g.
We are particularly interested in lower approximations that satisfy a certain continuity property. A bred phase space is a family f(M n ; ? n ); h n ; f n g n 0 , where for each integer n 0, (M n ; ? n ) is a phase space, h n : M n+1 ! M n is a phase homomorphism, and f n : M n+1 ! M n is a mapping with the intermediate value property such that f n is bounded by h n . A bred phase structure is de ned similarly, but each h n is only required to be a monoid homomorphism.
Given a bred phase structure, consider a family = f n g n 0 , where each n M n is closed in M n . One says that is closed. For any closed = f n g n 0 and = f n g n 0 one de nes 1; & ; , and in the natural way induced from the original de nition in 3]:
(1) n = 1 n ;
(>) n = M n ; (0) n = Cl n (;);
( & ) n = n \ n ; ( ) n = Cl n ( n n ); ( ) n = Cl n ( n n n );
( ? ) n = fz 2 M n jz n n n g:
x and ! are de ned in the following way:
where J n M n is a submonoid of M n such that every element of J n is a weak idempotent, i.e., 8a 2 J n ; a n a n a (after Y. Lafont.)
In a bred phase space one further de nes:
(?) n = ? n ;
( ? ) n = ?n n ; Given a bred phase space f(M n ; ? n ); h n ; f n g n 0 , for each propositional formula A one associates a closed family A = f(A ) n g n 0 in the obvious way by using the semantic operations described in the previous section, starting with any valuation, i.e., any assignment of closed families to propositional atoms. That is, given an assignment that to each propositional atom p associates a closed family p , one de nes 1 = 1, ? = ?, > = >, 0 = 0, ( Proof. It su ces to show f( n+1 ) \ 1 n \ J n Cl n (h n ( n+1 )). But f n is bounded by h n and n+1 is closed, hence f n ( n+1 ) Cl n (h n ( n+1 )). Proof. Since (! ) n (! ) n = Cl n ((! ) n (! ) n ), it su ces to show (! ) n (! ) n (!( & )) n . Then 1 Contrary to 1], we do not assume x = x because this is not needed for the main features of LLL related to polynomial time. In particular, polynomial-time functions are naturally represented in an \intuitionistic" version of LLL 1], which, as a type system, is a re nement of system F 13, 2] . by (Cl4), it su ces to show
Take an arbitrary element d from the left hand-side. d is of the form f n (a) f n (b) for some a 2 n+1 , b 2 n+1 . First, notice that f n (a) f n (b) 2 J n . This is because f n (a) 2 J n , f n (b) 2 J n and J n is a submonoid (of M n ). Also, f n (a) f n (b) 2 1 n ; this is because f n (a) 2 1 n , f n (b) 2 1 n , and 1 n is a submonoid of M n . We need to show that f n (a) f n (b) = f n (c) for some c 2 ( & ) In other words, the conclusion of the rule is satis ed.
( 1.2) x-rule of the form:`B and therefore the conclusion of the !-rule is satis ed. Note that the argument does not apply if`= 0, which is not allowed in LLL. In the case when`= 0 the argument would apply if it were the case that 1 n n f n (1 n+1 ) for each integer n 0. By the induction hypothesis, for any integer n 0, (? ) ?n n ? n . Because 1 n = ? ?n n , it follows that (? ) ?n n 1 n ? n . But 1 n is closed, hence (? ) ?n n Cl n (f n ((A ) ? n+1 n+1 ) \ 1 n \ J n ) (? ) ?n n 1 n ? n ;
and thus the conclusion of the M-weakening rule is satis ed. Recall that for any integer n 0, every a 2 J n is a weak idempotent, that is, a 2 Cl n fa ag. Thus
On the other hand, by the induction hypothesis,
? n : But (? ) ?n n and ? n are closed, thus by the properties of Cl n , (? ) ?n n Cl n (Cl n (f n ((A ) ? n+1 n+1 ) \ 1 n \ J n ) Cl n (f n ((A ) ? n+1 n+1 ) \ 1 n \ J n )) Cl n (? n ) = ? n :
that is, the conclusion of the M-contraction rule is satis ed. The soundness of ordinary phase semantics for linear logic is a special case of Theorem 3.1 when for every n, M n = M n+1 and h n and f n are the identity functions. There is also an important 
Strong Completeness
The completeness theorem may be proved in the following strong form. Remark. Cut-Elimination fails if one adds to LLL the !-rule with the empty context, i.e., wheǹ = 0 (see Appendix.) Indeed, let p be a propositional atom. The sequent`!(p ? &1); ?p; ?? is cut-free provable in LLL itself, the sequent`!1 is cut-free provable as an instance of the new rule, and hence the sequent`!(p ? &1); ?p is provable by cut. But this sequent has no cut-free proofs.
We prove the Strong Completeness Theorem in the same manner as in Okada 11] .
For that purpose, we consider the commutative monoid M of nite multisets of blocks, with multiset union as the monoid operation (which we continue to indicate by semicolon concatenation).
The empty set ; is the neutral element of M. In order to establish a direct correlation between comma expressions and plus formulas, let us observe the following Propositions, each readily shown by induction on the length of cut-free proofs. The direct correlation between comma expressions and plus formulas is established in the following two propositions by a standard induction on cut-free LLL derivations. Our canonical model is the bred phase space f(M n ; ? n ); h n ; f n g n 0 , where M n = M, ? n = ?, h n = h, and f n = f. We shall drop the indices for the rest of this section. Finally, we consider the valuation p = kpk for any atomic formula p.
The following lemma is obtained in the manner similar to Okada 11] . The Main Lemma has another formulation, which will be essential for the second-order case in the next section. 5 Second-Order Completeness Girard 1] formulated LLL as a second-order propositional system. Let us adjust the underlying idea in Okada 11 ] to extend the bred phase semantics to the second-order case so that the soundness, strong completeness and cut-elimination theorems apply to the full LLL. A further extension to higherorder ( nite-order) LLL may also be possible using a modi ed version of higher-order phase models introduced in Okada 11] .
Let us write AfXg to indicate that X is a vector of propositional variables containing the free variables of A. Let AfB=Xg or AfBg denote the formula obtained from AfXg by substituting the vector of formulas B for X. Let A f =Xg or A f g denote the the result of the inner value construction starting with the vector of closed families as the value of the variable list X. In this section we use Form to denote the set of second-order formulas.
Let f(M n ; ? n ; f n ; h n )g n 0 be a bred phase space. Consider an assignment that to any formula A (possibly with free propositional variables), associates a set < A > of closed families. < A > n denotes f( ) n : 2< A >g. A second-order bred phase model is a bred phase space f(M n ; ? n ; f n ; h n )g n 0 together with an assignment that associates a set < A > of closed families to any formula A, such that the following condition holds:
For any formula AfXg, where X = X 1 ; : : : ; X k is a vector of second-order propositional variables, for any vector of formulas B = B 1 ; : : : ; B k , for any vector of closed families = 1 ; : : : ; k , whenever ( j ) n 2< B j > n for all n 0 and all 1 j k, then it is the case that (A ) n f( ) n =Xg 2< AfB=Xg > n for all n 0.
A formula is closed i it has no free variables. A closed formula A is valid i in any second-order phase model, 1 n 2 (A ) n for all n 0. Theorem 5.1 (Soundness, Second-Order Version) Let In other words, the canonical phase space and the assignment < A > just de ned form a secondorder phase model. As before, we obtain strong completeness and hence cut-elimination. Note that the condition for < A > on the stability under substitution is veri ed at the same time when the Main Lemma above is proved. Then with the same argument in the previous Section we have the following Theorems. Note that the inner value for intuitionistic propositional formulas may be de ned in any bred phase structure in the straightforward way by interpreting each intuitionistic connective by its semantic counterpart. However, the de nition of the inner value for intuitionistic sequents re ects the \left- A valuation satis es an intuitionistic sequent A 1 ; : : : ; A k`B i for each n, (A 1 : : : A k ) n B n .
